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Running order of Oral Presentations
RUNNING ORDER OF ORAL PRESENTATIONS

SESSIO...
1015 – 1022
Polycystic Ovary Syndrome in first vs. second generation Asian women; a comparative analysis.
Ribbons HA, Karasu T, Lashen H
University of Sheffield, United Kingdom

1024 – 1031
Crosstalk between C5a and Fatty Acids in Monocytes
Jones RE, Van den BC
University Hospital of Wales, United Kingdom

1033 – 1040
Megaloblastic Anemia – an indicator to do Pap test?
Kothekar EA, Panagarkar MA
Government Medical College and Hospital, Nagpur, India

1042 – 1049
Knock out of the extracellular calcium-sensing receptor from vascular smooth muscle cells results in reduced blood pressure and secondary cardiac outcomes.
School of Biosciences, Cardiff University, Cardiff, United Kingdom

1051 – 1058
Measuring outcome after Subarachnoid Haemorrhage; the development of a new SAH-specific outcome tool: the SAHOT (Subarachnoid Haemorrhage Outcome Tool).
Mitchell S, Foulkes L, Bulters D, Pace A, Galea I
University of Southampton, Southampton General Hospital, United Kingdom

CLINICAL AUDIT CATEGORY (I)

0930 – 0937
HIV Test referrals in medical patients - full cycle audit
Lemon TI
York Hospital, United Kingdom

www.doctorsacademy.org
0939 – 0946
Audit of the episiotomy practice in Hospital Sultan Ismail (HSI), Malaysia
Tembo T
Hospital Sultan Ismail, Malaysia

0948 – 0955
Screening for Retinopathy of Prematurity (ROP): Current Guidelines and Identification of High-Risk Groups
McDonald M, Dhar A
Norfolk and Norwich University Hospital, United Kingdom

0957 – 1004
Axillary node clearance does more harm than benefit?: A 2-year retrospective study in early breast cancer patients
Chew P, Olayinka O
Barnsley District Hospital, United Kingdom

1006 – 1013
Basic surveillance for cardiac abnormalities in patients with SAH; what is current practice?
Al-Othman S, Harrison O, Foster R, Mc Alister J, Davies B
Salford Royal Foundation Trust, United Kingdom

1015 – 1022
Fascia-iliaca compartment block audit for patients presenting with fractured neck of femur
Sheppard S, Sreekumar P
Nevill Hall Hospital, Abergavenny, United Kingdom

1024 – 1031
Ellaone in practice
Rimmer M, Sephton V
University of Liverpool, United Kingdom

1033 – 1040
Intentional and Accidental Overdoses in the Elderly
Hepworth GV, Dear J, Morrison E
Royal Infirmary of Edinburgh, United Kingdom
1042 – 1049
Enhanced recovery programme for women delivering by elective caesarean section
Brock GE, Hughes P
St. Georges Hospital, United Kingdom

1051 – 1058
Implementation of a combined Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation and Treatment Escalation Plan document in a District General Hospital
Stockdale C, Trivedi B, Jerome E, Salih S, Huntley C, Cooke E
Musgrove Park Hospital Taunton, United Kingdom

Clinical and Patient Related Work Category (I)

Name of presenter is underlined.

0930 – 0937
Carotid revascularisation: can outcomes be improved with novel technologies?
Mcallister N
Newcastle upon Tyne Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust, United Kingdom

0939 – 0946
Selective immunoglobulin a deficiency - a life threatening transfusion reaction. A case scenario in India.
Pophali A, Pophali P
Central India Institute of Haematology and Oncology, India

0948 – 0955
Maternal mortality from eclampsia in Malawi: a case report
Betterton J
Zomba Central Hospital, Malawi

0957 – 1004
Atrial fibrillation in patient with Bartter Syndrome
Mea P, SuccurroE, RuffoM, Cutruzzolà A, Barone M, Arturi F
University of Catanzaro, Italy
A troublesome pleural effusion
Winayak A
Maidstone General Hospital, United Kingdom

A red herring - Löfgren’s syndrome misdiagnosed as cellulitis
Li W
Pembury hospital, United Kingdom

A case of LMNA gene mutation causing dilated cardiomyopathy in an individual with ventricular arrhythmias and conduction defects
Sadiq S
Peninsula Medical School, United Kingdom

Bedbound with back pain in late pregnancy - a logistical management dilemma
Chutter L, Jones E, Conner C
University Hospital Wales, Cardiff, United Kingdom

Perils in a progressive neck swelling: when is a hoof print not a horse?
Kanzara T, Hall A, Namnyack S, Owa T
Lister Hospital, Stevenage, United Kingdom

Bleeding stomal varices: a marker for underlying liver pathology
Khan O
Barts and the London Hospital, United Kingdom
SESSION B (1120 – 1250 hours)

RESEARCH CATEGORY (II)

Name of presenter is underlined.

1125 – 1132
The Decline in Age at Menarche and its Association with Body Mass Index in Saudi Arabia.
Farhoud S, Foudah M, Hashim R, AlSukait S, Alshaman L, Abdulkader G
King Khaled University Hospital, King Saud University College of Medicine, Saudi Arabia

1134 – 1141
Role of Hypoxia in Promoting Neutrophil-mediated Tissue Injury
Chen C, Hoenderdos K, Condliffe AM, Chilvers ER
Addenbrooke’s Hospital, United Kingdom

1143 – 1150
Novel versus standard percutaneous vertebroplasty
Soon WC, Mathew R, Timothy J
Leeds General Infirmary, United Kingdom

1152 – 1159
Retrospective outcome study of Joint Synchronous Hepatobiliary and Colorectal Resection Surgery
Iqbal MH, Rizwan M
Royal London Hospital, London

1201 – 1208
Osteoarthritic Cartilage Cells as a Source for Neo-cartilage Production
McRobbie H, Esa A, Caterson B, Duance V
Cardiff University, United Kingdom

1210 – 1217
Measuring drug-induced mitochondrial dysfunction as a determinant of cell death.
Zainab S
Liverpool University, United Kingdom
1219 – 1226
Induction of angiogenesis and osteogenesis in impaction bone allografts.
Parker R
Southampton General Hospital, United Kingdom

1228 – 1235
Straume Z, Kalejs O, Pokrotnieks J, Skuja V, Lapina A, Litunenko O
Riga Stradins University, Riga, Latvia

1237 – 1244
Senile scleral plaques revisited with enhanced depth imaging anterior segment optical coherence tomography
Beck M, Schlatter B, Wolf S, Zinkernagel M
University of Bern, Switzerland

1246 – 1253
Cutaneous adverse drug reactions in hospitalized patients in Benghazi, Libya
De Neini O
Libyan International Medical University, Benghazi, Libya

RESEARCH CATEGORY (III)

Name of presenter is underlined.

1125 – 1132
Proof of Principle: the successful amplification of microRNAs and their potential in the future of personalised treatments
Li Q
Cardiff University, Cardiff, United Kingdom

1134 – 1141
The analysis of the discrepancy of clinical and pathoanatomical diagnoses based on the operational and sectional materials
Abdimanap A, Momynov B*
Kazakh National Medical University, Kazakhstan
1143 – 1150
Haematopoietic stem cell transplantation may cure the immune deficit associated with STAT-3 deficient Hyper-IgE syndrome
Harrison S, Slatter MA, Jolles S, Al-Herz W, Doffinge R, Woellner C
Newcastle University, United Kingdom

1152 – 1159
The effect of economic downturns on maternal mortalities in pregnancies with abortive outcomes worldwide: 1981-2010
Maruthappu M, Ng KYB, Williams C, Atun R, Zeltner T
Imperial College, London, United Kingdom

1201 – 1208
Non-renal parenchymal hypertension: an emerging problem in today’s children
Khan S, Skervin A, Webb N
University of Manchester, United Kingdom

1210 – 1217
Crosswords, Wordsearch, and Word Matches as useful games to consolidate the retention of the principles of cardiopulmonary resuscitation
Adami F, Cecchini M
University Hospital Emergency Department, University of Pisa, Italy

1219 – 1226
Breast cancer detection rates in patients with B3 breast lesions: a 13 year retrospective review
Mcallister N, Hamilton P, Forester ND
Newcastle upon Tyne Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust, United Kingdom

1228 – 1235
Profile of the ocular dimensions, inter-ocular asymmetry and their associations in an older white population: The Edinburgh Eye Study
Neo YN, Dhillon B
University of Edinburgh, United Kingdom

1237 – 1244
An Investigation into the Effects of Inter-Individual Differences in the Expression Levels of Neurochemical Markers in the Orbitofrontal Cortex and Nucleus Accumbens on Reversal-Learning
Jensen M
University of Cambridge, United Kingdom

1246 – 1253
The derivation and validation of a new algorithm for the early diagnosis of pancreatic cancer
Lai C, Keane G, Pereira S
University College London (UCL), United Kingdom

CLINICAL AND PATIENT RELATED WORK CATEGORY (II)

Name of presenter is underlined.

1125 – 1132
Upper extremity deep vein thrombosis: A rare cause of upper limb swelling
Wu D, Dunkow P
Blackpool Victoria Hospital, Lancashire, United Kingdom

1134 – 1141
Insulin resistant genetic disease: Alström syndrome. A case report
Adeniji O.E, Atanze N.P
Constanta County Hospital, Constanta, Romania.

1143 – 1150
Preventive occipitocervical fusion in patients with kniest dysplasia
Rybus JJ, Drózdz AM
University Children’s Hospital of Cracow, Poland

1152 – 1159
Management of pregnancy complicated by Riboflavin Responsive Multiple Acyl-CoA Dehydrogenase Deficiency
Bukhari S, Almakky M
Aberdeen Royal Infirmary, United Kingdom

1201 – 1208
Massive Haemorrhage Control, Are we Doing it Right? A Case Report on Uncontrolled Haemorrhage following Facial Trauma
Chan C
Manchester Royal Infirmary, United Kingdom
1210 – 1217
**Osteoradionecrosis of the temporal bone following middle ear squamous cell carcinoma: a surgical challenge**

Thomas L  
University of Manchester, United Kingdom

1219 – 1226
**Case Report: A Rare Case of Cannabinoid Hyperemesis Syndrome**

Samee T  
Colchester General Hospital, United Kingdom

1228 – 1235
**A training course for medicals students and foundation doctors.**

Lim D  
University of Bristol, United Kingdom

1237 – 1244
**Legal Highs: Two Cases, Drastically Different Outcomes**

Wooding EL, Kerr LR  
Torbay Hospital, United Kingdom

1246 – 1253
**Venting spleen – an unusual diagnosis for pleuritic chest pain**

Parker C, Pulimood T  
West Suffolk Hospital, United Kingdom

**SESSION C (1400 – 1530 hours)**

**RESEARCH CATEGORY (IV)**

*Name of presenter is underlined.*

1410 – 1417
**Understanding the pathophysiology of bowel dysfunction in urofacial syndrome**

Greenough N, Woolf AS  
University of Manchester, United Kingdom
1419 – 1426
Ticagrelor versus clopidogrel: incidence of dyspnoea and bleeding in patients treated for newly diagnosed acute coronary syndrome
Ahluwalia N, Illingworth C, Gardezi S
Worthing Hospital, United Kingdom

1428 – 1435
Staphylococcus Aureus Nasopharyngeal Carriage in Rural and Urban Northern Vietnam
Nguyen KV, Zhang T, Vu BNT, Dao TT, Tran TK, Nguyen DNT
Oxford University, United Kingdom

1437 – 1444
PAD inhibition: a novel pathway for cardioprotection
Southall W
University College London, United Kingdom

1446 – 1453
Investigating mechanisms of Radioresistance in Non-Small Cell Lung Cancer: Implications of Repair, Damage Tolerance and Lesion complexity in a multifactorial process
Karsan R
University of Leicester, United Kingdom

1455 – 1502
The Magnetically-Induced Migration of Adipose-Derived Stromal Cells and Its Applicability in Tendon Tissue Engineering
Kwan TD, El Haj AJ
Keele University, United Kingdom

1504 – 1511
Obstructive Sleep Apnoea Syndrome (OSAS) and Type 2 Diabetes (T2D)
Talbot K, Evans P, Hack M
Cardiff University & Aneurin Bevan University Health Board, United Kingdom

1513 – 1520
Adipose-derived stem cells: a sub-population of interest for fat graft supplementation.
Yvon A, Johal K, Shawcross S, Reid A
The University of Manchester, United Kingdom
1522 – 1529
NS8593 as a novel anti-arrhythmic agent for treatment of atrial fibrillation
Sarwar M, Yang L, Marrion N
University of Bristol, United Kingdom

1531 – 1538
Evaluation of cd69+ human t-cell phenotypes after co-culture with genetically-modified pig mesenchymal stromal cells
Malik A, Andreyev O, Cooper DKC, Ezzelarab M, Thomas E.
Starzl Transplantation Institute, Pittsburgh, USA

CLINICAL AUDIT CATEGORY (II)

Name of presenter is underlined.

1410 – 1417
The use of the CHA2DS2-VASc and HAS-BLED acronyms in the management of atrial fibrillation in a district general hospital
Sen G
Royal United Hospital, Bath, United Kingdom

1419 – 1426
An Audit and Comparative Study on Patient Satisfaction and Clinical Outcomes of Immediate versus Delayed Latissimus Dorsi (LD) reconstruction
Kataria V, Ramachandran R
University of Manchester, United Kingdom

1428 – 1435
SonoVue (sulphur hexafluoride microbubbles) clinical audit
McAllister N, McNeill A, Hoare T
Newcastle upon Tyne Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust, United Kingdom

1437 – 1444
Audit on the management of postpartum haemorrhage (PPH) at the Royal London Hospital
Nagenthiran SP, Khan FJ
Royal London Hospital, United Kingdom
An Audit of Implementation of Delayed Cord Clamping Protocol at Princess of Wales hospital
Hunt C, Rushworth F
Princess of Wales Hospital, Bridgend, Wales

Lowering and Monitoring Serum Urate Levels in Gout
Ahmed M
St George's University of London, United Kingdom

Review of pneumococcal vaccination status in paediatric cochlear implant recipients
Kang M, Mathew R
St. George's Hospital, United Kingdom

Comparison of end outcome as calculated by local Modified Early Warning Scoring system (MEWS) and National Early Warning Scoring system (NEWS) in a Scottish District General HOSPITAL
Dissanayaka S, Hii S, Sneddon S, Prasad K
University Hospital Ayr, United Kingdom

Could attendance at lectures and teaching sessions be improved by better timetable planning, communication between educational sites and tailoring learning objectives to student’s requests?
A prospective study of third year medical education.
University of Liverpool, United Kingdom

Cognitive Assessment of Elderly Inpatients: A Clinical Audit.
Shermon E, Vernon L, McGrath A
University of Birmingham/Russells Hall Hospital, United Kingdom
RESEARCH CATEGORY (V)

Name of presenter is underlined.

1410 – 1417
Mechanism and strategy of the treatment of wound healing in diabetes
Madureira JP, Guerreiro SG, Leal EC, Carvalho E
Faculdade de Medicina da Universidade do Porto, Portugal

1419 – 1426
In Vitro Induction of Regulatory T cells and Their Potential in Transplantation
Lee J, Pettigrew G, Ali J
Addenbrooke's Hospital, University of Cambridge, United Kingdom

1428 – 1435
TLR-4 expression is associated with active Allergic Eye Disease and mast cell activation
Bhardwaj A, Hossain P
University of Southampton, United Kingdom

1437 – 1444
A Study to Assess Confidence Levels in Basic Surgical Skills among Internationally Trained Junior Doctors
Dasyam D, Pezzolesi C, Patel LP
University Of Hertfordshire, United Kingdom

1446 – 1453
The Prognostic Significance of Anaemia in the Elderly
Andah E
University of Bradford, United Kingdom

1455 – 1502
The landmark technique for fascia iliaca compartment blocks - A cadaveric study
Robertson GHE, Shaw-Dunn J
The University of Glasgow, United Kingdom
1504 – 1511
Analysis of recreational drug use recovered from club amnesty bins
Kawsar A, Ramsey J
Barts and the London School of Medicine, United Kingdom

1513 – 1520
Traumatic brain injury - Does high blood alcohol levels on admission affect platelet count?
Soon W, Bimpis A, Wilson M
Imperial Healthcare Trust, United Kingdom

1522 – 1529
Alpha haemolysin as a marker of infection
Bull K, Lauder R, Wilkinson M, Bishop L
Lancaster University, United Kingdom

1531 – 1538
The Pronator Quadratus Pedicled Muscle Flap; Feasible or Fantasy?
Hay D, Hunter A
Imperial College London and King’s College London, United Kingdom
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